Case Study

euristiq.com

IoT in Smart City

Smart Traffic
Monitoring System

Solutions

Results

A real-time IoT monitoring system. We built an
IoT system for real-time traffic monitoring that uses
data provided from camera sensors in smart cities

Transportation Industry

Solutions provider in smart cities
and traffic management

Challenge
The client is a company that delivers high-quality custom solutions for a
variety of use cases in smart cities and traffic management. They have
turned to Euristiq to help them build PoC of a real-time traffic monitoring
system for automatic incident detection under a short period of time.

.



Automatic incident detection. The system
displays different types of alerts (pedestrian in/near a
motorway, obstacles in the motorway, broken-down
vehicles, traffic jams, etc.) and metrics (average
journey time, average speed, etc.) in real-time on a
map. It registers vehicle registration plates, vehicle
driving speed, pedestrians, and more

.



Aggregates data to generate reports. The
system aggregates data obtained from cameras that

Tools and Technologies
.NET Core 2.1 | MVC | HTML / CSS / JavaScript| Google Maps | jQuery

monitor motor

ways and analyzes it to generate

reports. It could tell the average vehicle speed of a
certain day or an hour in a motor

|Bootstrap | Entity Framework Code First | SignalR | AngularJS | HangFire |
MySQL | StructureMap | AutoMapper

Scope of work

1.Decisions on the technical stack; 2.Architecture engineering; 3.UI/UX;
4.Front-end/back-end development; 5.Requirements elaboration; 6.Quality
assurance

; 7.SaaS deployment


way, the number of

vehicles that go by in a certain amount of time, the
average

waiting time in a traffic jam, etc.



Implemented in Dublin Port Tunnel. The
system was tested in the Dublin Port Tunnel – one of
the largest urban tunnels of its kind in Europe. It has a
typical flow of 26,700 vehicles on a weekday and the
system we developed can monitor vehicles traveling
through the tunnel, their speed, aggregate all this
data, and generate reports.

 



PoC delivered by 1
developer in 3 months.
The system is implemented in the Dublin
Port Tunnel.

Smart traffic monitoring system that
aggregates data obtained from cameras,
analyzes it to generate reports, and displays
alerts.

